This 29 item standardized rating scale was developed from the most frequent problems identified by teachers. It assists specialists to identify and rate specific pin-pointed problem behaviors for evaluation purposes, behavioral interventions and/or individual educational programs. The rating scale was normed on randomly selected students and has subscales which assist specialists in differential diagnosis. The research studies documenting the rating scale’s excellent reliability (alpha=.94, test-retest=.98) and strong validity are described in the manual.

- PPBC-R Kit (includes manual and 25 each of Male and Female Rating Forms) $45
- PPBC-R Manual $15
- PPBC-R Rating Forms – Male (pkg/25) $20
- PPBC-R Rating Forms – Female (pkg/25) $20

Price includes Shipping & Handling

Enclose check and mail to:

ENRICHMENT PRESS
2302 NE Tillamook Street
Portland, Or. 97212
(503) 222-4046
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Order Total $________________________
Purchase Orders add $10 for Handling $________________________
TOTAL $________________________